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Abstract
Background: Weight loss and functional decline is common and detrimental consequence of
cancer. The interventions that are offered to patients suffering from this often seem haphazard
and varying from center to center. The lack of stringent management is probably based both
on lack of knowledge of existing treatment guidelines and the current weak level of evidence
of clinical effects of different nutritional and exercise interventions. The aim of this review is
to examine the evidence for combined treatments targeting weight loss in cancer patients.
Results: There are some studies evaluating multimodal interventions with various treatment
combinations including nutrition and exercise that report clinical significant effects on
cachexia outcomes. There are as of today, however, a paucity of large randomized controlled
trials that incorporate both a fully structured exercise program and a well described nutritional
intervention.
Conclusion: Studies investigating combinations of several interventions in patients with
active cancer and risk of losing weight are too few and too heterogeneous to enable firm
conclusions about effect, optimal dose or timing if interventions. However, data presented in
this review suggest an overall benefit, especially if interventions are started before weight loss
and loss of function become too severe.
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Introduction
Up to 50% of patients with cancer experience loss of weight with a resulting dramatic decline
in physical function (1, 2). The reasons behind this loss are complex; for some the main cause
is reduced food intake or malabsorption, for others inactivity causing muscle atrophy, while
for others again cancer cachexia is the main cause (3). Commonly several factors contribute to
what the patient experience as a wasting condition. Cancer cachexia has been defined as loss
of muscle mass (and fat mass) that cannot be fully reversed by nutritional support (3).
However, this definition does not imply that optimal nutrition is unimportant in patients with
cancer cachexia. The intention of the definition is merely to differentiate cachexia from
starvation-related malnutrition and acknowledge its complex pathophysiology and the variety
of contributing factors that worsen patients’ weight/muscle mass, appetite, food intake and
physical function. The logical consequence of the complexity behind weight loss in patients
with cancer is to take a multimodal approach to cachexia treatment, of which sufficient
nutrition as well as physical exercise should form the basis in order to maintain muscle mass,
strength and function (4) (Figure 1). The lack of progress in cachexia management might thus
partly be caused by intervention studies mainly focusing on unimodal interventions, most
commonly pharmacological interventions.
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Figure 1. Factors that can contribute to weight loss in patients with cancer
The relatively few cancer cachexia trials investigating combination treatments have generally
explored the combinations of various drugs (5, 6), or drugs in combination with nutrients in
pharmacological doses (pharmaconutrients) (7, 8). Few larger studies investigate more
complex interventions where drugs or pharmaconutrients are combined with nutritional
intervention and exercise programmes (9-12). The purpose of this review is to give an
overview of clinical findings from multimodal interventions targeting weight loss in patients
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with active cancer and suggestions for practical approach to exercise and nutritional
interventions.

Nutrition and pharmaconutrients
Disease related malnutrition can be complex as it can arise from inadequate intake, increased
demands, increased nutrient loss or malabsorption, together or as isolated factors (13, 14). Nutritional
support has been advocated to be the cornerstone in any cachexia treatment (3, 15-17), but attempts to
increase food intake alone will result in variable weight responses if hypermetabolism is apparent (18,
19). Whether individual patients are likely to respond to nutritional treatment depends on additional
factors such as compliance, symptom burden, response to anti-neoplastic treatment and proximity to
death (18, 20, 21). Inconsistent effects on body weight, energy intake, quality of life (QoL) and
physical function has consequently been reported (22-24). Positive effects on body weight have in a
recent meta-analysis been attributed to a subset of patients given energy-dense high-protein oral
nutritional supplements (ONS) enriched with n-3 Poly Unsaturated Fatty Acids (PUFA) (20). N-3
PUFAs are to date the most promising and well-studied pharmaconutrients in cancer cachexia often
given incorporated in ONS (15, 20). Even though results have been inconclusive, and the level of
evidence is weak, guidelines on nutrition in cancer support the use of fatty acids as a supplement to
improve appetite and body weight (15). Other pharmaconutrients have been investigated in cachexia,
however, insufficient data exist for recommending medical use of e.g. branched-chain or other amino
acids, amino acid metabolites or L-carnitine (15). Pharmaconutrients should never substitute
conventional nutritional support, and patients’ basic needs should be adequately met.
In summary, despite the various and limited effects reported, and also uncertainties on the optimal
timing and duration of nutritional intervention (in any form), meta-analysis of RCTs report benefits of
pharmaconutrients n-3 PUFAs supporting energy and protein intakes on body weight during
radiochemotherapy (20).
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Resistance and aerobic exercise
The effect of physical exercise on patients with cancer has been the subject of many clinical studies
and systematic reviews (12, 25-29), and physical exercise is shown to be safe, feasible and effective
also in patients with advanced cancer (30, 31). Although studies often are small and the risk of bias
high (26), there seems to be an overall positive and clinically relevant effect of exercise on several
outcomes, especially on aerobic capacity, muscle strength, cancer-related fatigue and QoL (25).
However, effect on fatigue is not more than moderate (32), and effect on QoL seems to be small (33).
Weight loss and loss of function is most common in patients with advanced cancer, but few studies
have evaluated the effect of exercise on patients in this patient group (34). A randomised controlled
trial (RCT) testing resistance and cardiovascular training in 269 patients with mixed cancer types, of
whom >50% had advanced cancer, found a small to moderate improvement of fatigue, and a 10.7%
improvement in VO2max and 29.6% improvement in muscular strength (35). Adherence to the
intervention was 70.8%. In an RCT with 231 patients with incurable cancer, improvements in hand
grip strength and shuttle walk test were observed after eight weeks of supervised circuit resistance,
balance and endurance training twice weekly although no effects on fatigue was observed (31). A
eight –week resistance, endurance and balance training (2x week for 60 minutes) RCT in 30 patients
with colorectal cancer during palliative chemotherapy, found stabilization of neuropathic symptoms,
improved strength and balance function in favour of intervention arm (36). A recent six months
supervised resistance training study including 65 patients with pancreatic cancer reported strength
improvements in some muscle groups compared to either home based resistance training or usual care
(30).
In summary, a growing number of RCTs now show positive effects of resistance training on muscle
strength and body composition, also in patients with advanced cancer, even though most studies are
conducted in breast cancer and cancer survivors (12, 37, 38). As of today, it is difficult to conclude
what is the optimal exercise strategy in terms of frequency, intensity and duration.
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Pharmacological agents and pharmaconutrients
Megestrol acetate (MA) has been the pharmacological agent showing the most consistent effects on
anorexia and is one of the drugs most commonly used in trials investigating combinations of
pharmacological interventions.
In a double-blinded three-armed study,421 patients losing weight were randomised to 1) n-3 PUFA
enriched ONS + placebo 2) ONS without n-3 PUFAs + MA 2) or 3) n-3 PUFA enriched ONS in
combination with MA This study could not conclude that combination treatment was superior in
improving weight or appetite than MA alone (39). Equally, another study by the same research group
could not find an improved effect when dronabinol was combined with MA compared to MA alone.
(40). Conversely did a combination of MA with Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)
preform superior in improving body weight and appetite than either of the two drugs given separately
in another study (6). Likewise did a phase III study show improved effect of a combination treatment
when randomising between five different arms: 1) MA; 2) n-3 PUFA enriched ONS; 3) L-carnitine; 4)
thalidomide or 5) a combination of all the above (41). After 4 months’ intervention, the combination
arm showed a better effect on both muscle mass and secondary endpoints (appetite, systemic
inflammation and Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group [ECOG] performance status). Another phase
III study including 104 patients found that the combination treatment of MA, L-carnitine, celecoxib
and antioxidants (alpha lipoic acid and carboxycysteine) was superior to MA alone and improved
muscle mass, resting energy expenditure (REE), fatigue and QoL at endpoint after four months (8).
However, a later phase III study, did not find added benefit on muscle mass or physical function when
adding MA to an intervention including L-carnitine and celecoxib (42). In the two previous mentioned
studies all patients received polyphenols, alpha lipoic acid, carbocysteine and vitamins A, C and E (42,
43).
A multimodal pilot study in 22 patients with advanced cancer aiming to determine maximum tolerable
dose of fish oil, combined fish oil capsules (total of 6 gram) with celecoxib or fish oil plus placebo (7).
All included patients received oral food supplementation. Both groups had improved appetite, fatigue
and C-reactive protein (CRP) levels six weeks from baseline, but the combination treatment provided
7

greater effects on CRP, muscle strength and body weight (7). Another combination regimen
randomised 108 patient with cancer that were losing weight and reported increased body weight, REE
and exercise capacity (maximal power on a treadmill) when patients were treated with erythropoietin
(EPO) in addition to indomethacin (44).
In summary, when examining studies investigating combinations of pharmacological intervention, it is
obvious that the data is very heterogeneous considering design, interventions and results, and rarely
high quality RCTs have been performed to validate the conclusions from studies with promising
results. Therefore, it is not possible to draw conclusions about optimal combinations of
pharmacological interventions to improve body weight and physical performance.

Combination of nutrition and exercise
A few studies combining exercise and nutrition have been conducted. One feasibility study
randomised 41 patients with head and neck cancer undergoing radiochemotherapy to either standard
oncological treatment or a program consisting of 12 supervised sessions of 30 minutes resistance
training in combination with a minimum of one milk-based nutritional drink daily (45). Both arms lost
both weight and muscle mass, but statistically significant loss on within-group level was reported only
in the control arm (45). It is worth mentioning that 50% of the patients received nasogastric tube
feeding in both arms during radiotherapy, which might influence the lack of significant effect on
muscle mass in favour of the treatment arm (45). Another feasibility study included 30 patients with
head and neck cancer and prescribed identical progressive resistance exercises (30 session during 12
weeks) to both arms. Patients in the experimental arm received 5 g carnitine and 30 g protein before
each training session in addition to seven days’ pre-training supplementation (46). There were no
statistically significant differences between the arms on any outcomes. Patients in both arms increased
in body weight, muscle mass, muscle strength, sit-to-stand and stair climb performance testing and
compliance were high in both arms (>90%) (46).
In palliative cancer populations, one study included 58 patients with advanced gastrointestinal or lung
cancer and randomized patients to either individual nutritional counselling (e.g. use enrichments of
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foods, energy and protein-rich snacks or ONS) plus supervised resistance exercise twice a week or
usual care. There were no differences in QoL, body weight or performance testing between the arms
(47). Patients in both arms increased in body weight and improved on all performance tests with a
greater improvement in the intervention arm without reaching the level of statistical significance.
Energy and protein intake was assessed by three-day food diaries and had at 12 weeks increased in the
intervention arm and decreased in the control arm. A statistically significant difference was observed
only for protein intake in favour of the intervention arm, but the clinical relevance of this difference
(about 8 grams) is questionable as the intake at baseline was already quite high (81 grams) in the
whole population (47). This study was closed prematurely due to slow accrual. A high number (63%)
of eligible patients refused to participate, but patients included were considered to have good
adherence to the programme (47). A single–arm feasibility and safety study in 30 elderly cancer
patients consisted of an 8 week low-intensity resistance training programme,counselling to promote
increased physical activity, dietary counselling and a daily nutritional supplement (139 kcal/125
gram/2500mg branched-chain amino acids/L-carnitine 50 mg) (48). A maintenance of muscle mass,
caloric intake and physical function were observed (48).
In summary, studies investigating combination of nutrition and exercise are very small, and several
aimed at investigating feasibility and not effect on clinical outcomes. This might be a reason for the
lack of reaching statistically significant results, even though several studies show a trend towards
improved effect when the interventions are combined. The studies also demonstrate the importance of
control groups in clinical trials, as some studies show improvement in both arms indicating that also
other factors than the studied intervention can have impact on weight and physical function.
Compliance with nutrition and exercise interventions was acceptable in all studies with few dropouts.

Combination of nutrition and pharmacological agents
Two RCTs by the same research group have been conducted exploring effects of interventions
combining individual nutrition support with pharmacological agents given on a patient-by-patient
basis (49, 50). In one study with 309 patients with progressive cachexia, all patients in both arms were
given 50 mg indomethacin daily and EPO only when haemoglobin levels were low. The intervention
9

arm received in addition individual nutrition support when needed by counselling, ONS when food
intake decreased <90% of needs or, if intake decreased to 70-80% of expected needs, parenteral
nutrition (PN) (49). Patients were followed until death and about 50% of patients in the intervention
arm received PN. Intention-to-treat analysis revealed statistically significant differences only in food
intake and energy balance over time in favour of the nutritionally supported arm. No effects on body
weight, muscle mass, fat mas, performance tests or survival were observed (49). Twenty-six control
patients received nutritional support during follow-up and were thus excluded from the per-protocol
analysis, which demonstrated improved survival, fat mass and maximum exercise capacity, but no
effects on lean body mass (49). A later RCT in 138 patients with advanced gastrointestinal malignancy
presented that adding insulin to a standard treatment of 1) indomethacin (if they had increased
inflammation markers), 2) EPO (if haemoglobin were low) and 3) nutritional support (counseling,
ONS or PN) (49), significantly stimulated carbohydrate intake and increased body fat and improved
survival (median 181 days versus 128 days), but did not result in a difference over time in physical
activity, energy and protein intake, body weight, QoL or fat-free mass (50).
In summary, two RCTs investigating slightly different interventions targeting cachexia with the
mainly use of ‘as needed’ nutrition and pharmacological interventions (targeting inflammation, low
haemoglobin and glucose metabolism) has been undertaken by the same research group. In one study,
nutrition was added and in the other insulin, the studies demonstrated no effect on weight and physical
activity, but both showed increased survival and fat mass (by as-treated analysis in one study) in favor
of the intervention arm. Unfortunately, these results have not been confirmed by other studies, and
some of the drugs (indomethacin) are no longer available.

Combination of nutrition, exercise and pharmacological agents
To our knowledge, only one RCT is so far published where a combination of nutrition (including
pharmaconutrients), exercise and a pharmacological agent is tested. This was a phase II feasibility
study testing a six week multimodal intervention combining celecoxib, nutritional advice, two cans of
n-3 PUFA enriched ONS daily, aerobic exercise 30 minutes twice per week and resistance exercise
targeting major muscle groups three times weekly (51). Forty-six patients with lung and pancreatic
10

cancer commencing chemotherapy was randomised to either multimodal treatment or standard care.
Compliance to the individual components of the intervention was 76% for celecoxib, 60% for
exercise, and 48% for ONS. The multimodal intervention resulted in a stabilization of body weight,
whilst patients who did receive standard care lost weight (51). A phase III study following this trial is
ongoing (52).
One non-randomized study included 15 patients with lung cancer and explored the effect of combining
medroxyprogesterone, celecoxib, ONS, initiation and/or maintenance of a regular exercise program
(type not specified) and provision of psychological/psychiatric assistance (53). No cancer treatment
was given for four weeks before or during the six-week intervention. Thirteen of 15 patients were
weight stable or gained weight, and improvements in caloric intake, nausea, fatigue, performance
status and appetite were reported (53). However, only 20% of the patients followed the advice of daily
exercise in this very small single arm study (53).
In summary, as of today more evidence for optimal multimodal treatment including nutrition, exercise
and pharmacological interventions is needed. However, such complicated study interventions are
feasible, even in patients with advanced cancer.

Experiences from programmes combining nutrition, exercise and
pharmacological interventions
Grounded in the reasonable clinical rationale, several centres have established multimodal nutrition
and exercise cachexia treatment programs as part of standard cancer care (54-57), even though major
RCTs demonstrating reliable clinical effects are lacking. Some effects on improvement of symptoms
such as appetite and body weight have been observed (57), and patients improving weight or physical
function have also been described more likely to improve QoL (55, 56). Unfortunately, the nutrition
and exercise interventions given in these programs are often not thoroughly described, and the attrition
rate at follow-up visits introduces bias and concern considering which patients that choose to come
back to clinical appointments/evaluations. This is exemplified by a prospective study that evaluated a
10-12-week interdisciplinary outpatient programme for patients with advanced cancer. This
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programme aimed to teach and empower patients into physical self-care and symptom management
with the assistance of various specialists (physician, nurse specialist, clinical dietitian, physical
therapist, occupational therapist, and if needed, a psychologist and a social worker) (54). Out of 181
included patients, 131 completed the programme. Only a quarter of the patients included had poor
nutritional status at inclusion and poor nutritional status and/or CRP >20 mg/L increased the risk of
not completing the programme. For patients completing, 77% maintained or increased body weight,
physical performance and improved alterations in smell and taste (54).
Taken together, programmes including multimodal treatment show a potential benefit that needs to be
evaluated in RCTs. Challenges of adherence to a complex intervention if the patients had more
advanced cachexia, emphasize the importance of early intervention.

Practical approach when combining exercise and nutrition in patients with
risk of losing weight
Fundamental to any approach in patients with cancer is to have a thorough understanding of the
patient’s cancer disease, his/hers expected survival and duration and consequences of tumour directed
treatment. Further, it is imperative that all patients receive optimal symptom assessment and treatment,
so that symptoms such as pain, nausea or depression does not influence patients’ physical activity or
nutritional intake. To improve or stabilise nutritional status and physical function, it is important to
detect the decline before the losses have become too severe, as it probably is more feasible to
counteract decline early in the disease trajectory (3, 15). In patients with longer expected survival, as
well as for patients where cure is expected, both nutritional and exercise interventions are expected to
have greater impact on patients QoL and physical function, and more comprehensive interventions
should be prescribed.
ESPEN guidelines strongly recommend screening all cancer patients for risk of malnutrition, this also
applies to patients with advanced cancer (15). Validated nutritional screening tools identify domains of
starvation-related malnutrition (weight loss, BMI and dietary intake), but have shortcomings regarding
important cachexia domains such as muscle mass, quantification of weight loss, inflammation, fatigue
12

and anorexia (14, 58). Further nutritional assessment is important to quantify nutritional intake and
identify nutrition-related problems. Nutritional interventions should include advice to increase oral
intake if patients are able to eat, a diet enriched with energy and protein is recommended to maintain
or improve nutritional status (15). Additional use of ONS is advised when diet alone is not sufficient
to reach nutritional goals, enriched with n-3 PUFAs could be preferred if available (15). Tube feeding
or PN is indicated when intake is lower than 60% of requirements for more than 1-2 weeks or if
enteral feeding is not feasible (e.g. compromised gastrointestinal function) (15). Artificial nutrition in
patients with advanced cancer and loss of appetite should be carefully considered with regards to
prognosis and expected benefit on QoL and potentially survival.
Guidelines recommend resistance exercise in addition to aerobic exercise to maintain muscle mass and
strength (15). Considering the beneficial effects of physical activity, it is equally important to monitor
physical activity as nutritional status. Physical activity is well tolerated and safe at different stages of
cancer. Cancer patients should avoid a sedentary lifestyle and be recommended to follow the
guidelines for the general population which include supervised or home-based moderate-intensity
aerobic training three sessions per week in addition to resistance exercise (15).
In addition to ensure adequate energy and protein intake and physical activity, multimodal treatment
should ideally include pharmacological and pharmaconutritional treatment targeted at reversing the
pathophysiologic mechanisms of cachexia development (Figure 2). However, as of yet there are no
specific pharmacological interventions that can be recommended. Corticosteroids and MA are the
drugs that most consistently have shown effect on appetite, but they convey a risk of side effects and
have no or only little effect on weight and physical function (59, 60).
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Figure 2. Multimodal interventions in patients with cancer at risk of losing weight

If the patient has short expected survival and has entered a refractory cachexia stage, interventions
need to be focused on immediate symptom relief (3). In this phase of the disease, exercise and
nutritional interventions will probably not be of major importance in improving performance status or
QoL. Still, for many patients it is, even in this phase, important to keep up with daily routines as long
as possible, and some find comfort in being helped to maintain a certain level of physical activity and
to be served small quantities of food. However, it is important that the patient does not feel pressured
to do so.
In this narrative review, we have focused on nutrition and exercise interventions as part of multimodal
approaches in patients with cancer at risk of losing weight. We have selectively not included and
discussed studies on weight reduction in cancer, post treatment rehabilitation programmes or post/pre
surgery interventions (pre-nutrition, mobilization, “enhanced recovery after surgery” (ERAS)
programmes). Discussing the effects of invasive artificial nutrition (tube feeding and PN) in advanced
cancer we consider beyond the scope of this review.

Conclusion
As of today, studies investigating combinations of several interventions in patients with active cancer
and risk of losing weight are too few and too heterogeneous to enable firm conclusions about effect, or
even the optimal dose or timing. However, data presented in this review may indicate an overall
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benefit, especially if interventions are started before weight loss and loss of function become too
severe.
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